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The Sentence Outline

Topic : Causes of Decreasing Tourism in Thailand

Topic Sentence : Tourism is declining Thailand for these possible reasons.

There are

more

choices.

vlany countrie

re resorting tc

set a second

income.

These countries

try to develop

resources to

attract investment.

Thai shops

double prices;

tour guides

overcharge.

‘Tourists are

disappointed;

?ey warn friends

not to visit

Thailand.

Closing Sentence : The above are among the most possible and most common

reasons for the decrease in tourism in Thailand.
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Now let’s write a unified paragraph
from this given topic.

The Effects of a Broken Home on Children

Consequences of the broken home are serious for small children

and may include these four especially. First these children will lack the

essential love and guidance which they should have. Children who lack

proper guidance may not know or understand how to act and live among

society. This produces wanton and reckless behavior (delinquency)

among them. When the children cannot get what they need and want

from others, they will rebel against those people and may be destructive

to their society. Third, due to their behavior, the children will be

ostracized from their society. Society will not accept destructive and

disrespectable citizens and will further separate those children. Finally,

separated from society, the children will feel more bitter and resentful

and may become dangerous to themselves and others. They may become

gangsters and criminals, among others. The broken home can be

‘repaired’ or the children’s lives can be changed for the better when the

responsible persons realize the effect they have caused for the children,

however, if unchanged, the problem will certainly lead to the effects I

have discussed.
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ASSIGNMENT 3

Directions: From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it

carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the

sentences in a unified paragraph.

a. Topic Sentence

b. Major Supporting Sentences

c. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the first Major Supporting

Sentence.

d. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the second Major Supporting

Sentence.

e. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the third Major Supporting

Sentence.

f. Closing Sentence

g. Type of the paragraph.

0 Analysis

0 Comparison & Contras t

0 Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.
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A.

B.

C.

. .

D.

/
I Causes of Vote-Buying in the Election /

This may be due to the fact that his record bears witness to his greed and

abuse of power, and he does not mention it in public; or, he may be a totally

new member and have no record at all.

In any case, vote-buying is an established practice and has many and

unexpectable reasons, as mentioned above.

To begin, the MP who buys votes may lack enough self-confidence to

depend upon his record in Parliament alone.

Furthermore, his constituency is doubtlessly a poor, underdeveloped province

and be dumps the money or spends it on gifts to his constituents, to ensure

they support him in the election.

E. - Thai Members of Parliament (MPs)  have bought votes for many years and

have the following diverse reasons.

F. -A third possibility is that the candidate desires to be re-elected or hold the

ministerial post, etc., and will try to get it “by hook or by crook.”

G. - As most people in his constituency are poor and have few possessions, a

Mitsubishi refrigerator or Sony colour  television set is impressive and he will

promise to supply it to whoever supports his campaign.

H . This is simply corruption and stems from the candidate’s background. He

may have been a selfish, grasping businessman thinks only about earning

more money and not how to help his constituents.
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Sentence Arrangement

Causes of Vote-Buying in the Election I

A. 131  This may be due to the fact that his record bears witness to his greed and

abuse of power, and he does not mention it in public; or, he may be a totally

new member and have no record at all.

B. [8]  In any case, vote-buying is an established practice and has many and

unexpectable reasons, as mentioned above.

C. [2]  To begin, the MP who buys votes may lack enough self-confidence to

depend  upon his record in Parliament alone.

D. [4]  Furthermore, his constituency is doubtlessly a poor, underdeveloped province

and be dumps the money or spends it on gifts to his constituents, to ensure

they support him in the election.

E. [ I ] Thai Members of Parliament (MPs) have bought votes for many years and

have  the following diverse reasons.

F. [6]  A third possibility is that the candidate desires to be re-elected or held  the

ministerial post, etc., and will try to get it “by hook or by crook.”
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Directions: From the following given unorganized paragraph, read it

carefully then answer the questions and rearrange the

sentences in a unified paragraph.

a. Topic Sentence

b. Major Supporting Sentences

c. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the first Major Supporting

Sentence.

d. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the second Major Supporting

Sentence.

e. Minor Supporting Sentences

of the third Major Supporting

Sentence.

f. Closing Sentence

g. Type of the paragraph.

Answers

3 Analysis

3 Comparison & Contras t

3 Cause & Effect

h. Rearrange the sentences; make it well-organized.


















































































